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ABSTRACT. Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) to climate change is an approach claimed to deliver social benefits relevant to marginalized groups. Based on a structured literature review, we interrogate such claims, asking whether such approaches may (or may not) contribute to social change and, more specifically, empowerment. We present a review of the predominant meaning and interlinkages of the EbA and empowerment concepts, which shows that EbA pays insufficient attention to issues of empowerment and agency. On this basis, we discuss how an empowerment lens could be (better) integrated into the conceptualization of EbA, suggesting key dimensions through which this could be supported. We show that the emphasis on empowerment theory and the merits that it brings to the EbA literature are helpful, leading to a number of important questions to adaptation projects on the ground. Incorporating an empowerment lens leads to an increased consideration of issues of power more broadly, especially the way marginalized groups’ agency, access, and aspirations are conditioned by social structures that may prevent strategic adaptation choices. We conclude that EbA will facilitate empowerment better by explicitly considering how social benefits can emerge from the interplay between particular types of actions, marginalized people’s adaptive strategies, and their relational context.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate change and inequality are interrelated challenges (Lovell and Le Masson 2014). Climate-related vulnerabilities are distributed unevenly across society, and the poor and marginalized are often disproportionately affected (Eriksen and O’Brien 2007, Olsson et al. 2014). The underlying causes of such vulnerabilities are said to be influenced by issues of power (López-Marrero and Wisner 2012, Béné et al. 2016). Furthermore, vulnerability can be increased through adaptation and risk reduction processes (Coirolo and Rahman 2014, Conway and Mustelin 2014, Sovacool and Linnér 2016), leading to maladaptation (Atteridge and Remling 2018). This relates to the fact that adaptive capacity (the ability of systems, institutions, and humans to adjust or respond to potential climate change impacts, or to take advantage of opportunities) correlates strongly with existing power structures and indices of social, political, and economic marginalization (Moser 1998, White 2010).

Climate change and associated governance processes may not only reinforce inequality but, in certain circumstances, also offer opportunities to challenge it (Eriksen et al. 2015). However, whilst an increasing range of adaptation case studies highlight the importance of participation and knowledge sharing (Broto et al. 2015), there is a lack of theoretical and empirical scholarship that demonstrates how adaptation actions might contribute to disrupting in situ power relations, i.e., the particular context in which such actions take place, in order to address the vulnerabilities of marginalized groups.

Though power is increasingly recognized as a key mediator of efforts toward sustainable adaptation (Manuel-Navarrete 2010, Nagoda 2015, Boyd 2017), empowerment has, so far, received relatively scant attention in the academic literature on adaptation (important exceptions are Eriksen and O’Brien 2007, Manuel-Navarrete 2010, Pelling 2011, Eriksen et al. 2015). This is surprising because, particularly under uncertainty, peoples’ subjectively defined adaptive strategies (their agency) become progressively more important in adaptation action.

Definitions of empowerment recognize the messy political process of regaining agency in a wider social context, and emphasize that people’s own worldviews (subjectivities) lie at the center of change. If empowerment is “the process by which people who have been denied the ability to make strategic choices acquire such an ability” (Kabeer 1999:435), then it would appear to offer both a useful analytical lens for analyzing how adaptation actions affect vulnerabilities for different groups amidst contextual power relations, as well as an explicit pathway for sustainable-adaptation practitioners to aim for (Eriksen and Lind 2009).

These relationships show the importance of integrated, holistic solutions that can move beyond the siloes of social or environmental sustainability (Carpenter et al. 2012, Patenaude and Lewis 2014, Preiser et al. 2017, Schleicher et al. 2018). In this context, nature-based solutions have risen to prominence, based on their apparent potential to deliver ever-elusive win-win solutions (Jones et al. 2012, Reid 2016, Díaz et al. 2018). Nature-based solutions are increasingly invoked as both sustainable and more inclusive than their infrastructural or technological alternatives, and include ecosystem-based approaches. In the context of climate change, ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) is a form of adaptation designed to address vulnerabilities of at-risk people, including marginalized groups. EbA is said to be especially suitable for addressing the vulnerability of marginalized populations because of the high dependence of these groups on adjacent ecologies (Munang et al. 2014). It is also increasingly being highlighted by donors, policy makers, programmers, and scientists because of its ability to deliver multiple benefits (Andrade et al. 2011, Maes and Jacobs 2017, Wood et al. 2018). EbA includes, by definition, the “sustainable management,
conservation and restoration of ecosystems, as part of an overall adaptation strategy that takes into account the multiple social, economic and cultural co-benefits for local communities” (CBD 2010:3).

From an empowerment perspective, the claims that EbA can deliver social benefits for marginalized groups are especially interesting (Munang et al. 2014). However, although these claims occur with increasing regularity (Doswald et al. 2014, Seddon et al. 2016), their theoretical and empirical validity has received very little attention (Brink et al. 2016).

Against this background, in this paper we assess the potential role of EbA to contribute to the empowerment of marginalized groups. More specifically, based on a targeted literature review, we assess the meaning of EbA and interlinkages with empowerment concepts.

The resultant synthesis is relevant for EbA scholars and professionals interested in how such approaches might facilitate transformations toward safe and just futures (O’Brien 2012). We discuss conceptual approaches to agency and social change amidst dynamic biophysical processes and changing ecosystem services under climate change. We make an initial attempt to understand how EbA may articulate with a rich and dynamic social-ecological context, and how those articulations might play out for the vulnerabilities of particular groups.

**METHODS**

Below, we set out how the literature review was conducted and the common ground (theoretical and methodological assumptions) that links the fields of EbA and empowerment. We start by setting out the analytical framework used to assess and link the two concepts, and then show how it was applied to capture how the literature treats these links and, thus, the resulting gaps.

**Analytical framework**

Our work examines the apparent affordances of EbA in addressing the adaptation needs of the most vulnerable, and contributions to their empowerment. The analysis is based on a shared problem formulation. Namely, if adaptation is understood as the process by which people reduce their vulnerabilities, then the role and relevance of both EbA and empowerment become apparent. We understand agency as relational; it is not owned by particular individuals, but conditioned by contextual power relations that have an ecological and social dimension. Similarly, EbA and empowerment processes are influenced by relations of power that work across biophysical (ecological), institutional, and discursive (social) dimensions. Such relations shape, and are shaped by people’s experience of vulnerability and marginalization. The analytical framework was constructed according to three key assumptions (i-iii) deduced from the literature.

(i) Power relations are central in producing vulnerability, and adaptation to climate change is, itself, a power-laden process. Vulnerability is embedded in, and shaped by, contextual power processes and relations that both precede and strongly influence the impacts of climate change. Power is a complex and ambivalent notion, defined here as “asymmetrically structured agency” (Stirling 2014:84) and characterized as a relational process that has both an enabling (power to, or agency) and constraining (power over) function in adaptation (Hayward and Lukes 2008, Pansardi 2012). Power is reflected in social-ecological relations under climate change that define a person’s vulnerability. Dynamic power relations shape the root causes, unsafe conditions, and processes driving the vulnerabilities of specific people (López-Morrero and Wisner 2012). Ribot (2014:667) summarizes this position as “[a]tention to anthropogenic climate change should not occlude social causes of (and responsibility for) vulnerability—vulnerability is still produced in and by society.”

The social-ecological relations that influence differential vulnerability can be both positively and negatively influenced by the relations of power between social groups and individuals (Forsyth 2014). Power is represented, for example, in access to resources that can determine adaptive capacity (Adger et al. 2005, Eyben et al. 2006, Eakin et al. 2014).

(ii) Adaptation actions may intentionally or unwittingly disrupt the power relations of a given context. Given the above relationship between vulnerability and power, empowering vulnerable groups becomes even more important under climate change because people’s subjectively defined agency is important in dealing with evolving contexts (Manuel-Navarrete 2010, Stirling 2015). Social change, in the form of empowerment, is a process through which power relations shift, with meaningful consequences for actors and their vulnerabilities to climate change impacts.

(iii) Social benefits emerging from EbA result from recursive changes in power that are embedded in social-ecological relations. These shifts play out across social-ecological relations. Though nature or ecosystem-based approaches invoke the power of ecology, the emphasis on ecology should not hide the fact that these EbA can represent discrete ecologically orientated adaptation actions or interventions, with both institutional and normative, i.e., politically symbolic, discursive, dimensions (Polishchuk and Rauschmayer 2012, Brink et al. 2016, Wieland et al. 2016). These actions, which are focused on strengthening or securing particular ecological processes, are institutional in the sense that they require particular sets of rules and norms, and discursive in that they involve particular sets of values in regard to social-ecological relations. This is consistent with scholarship that recognizes that humans are embedded within ecosystems, and continuously make subjective decisions in order to perpetuate flows of beneficial services and reduce harm.

**Literature review**

On the basis of the analytical framework, a targeted literature review was used to locate and analyze relevant articles. The Web of Science and Scopus academic databases were searched for relevant peer-reviewed articles, both conceptual and empirically focused. Searches were conducted during 2016 in order to identify articles that dealt explicitly with either “ecosystem-based adaptation” or “empowerment” in their abstract, keywords, or titles. This query was further refined according to inclusion and exclusion criteria applied initially to abstracts, and then full texts. The inclusion and exclusion criteria were based on the definitions of each concept as set out in the analytical framework, or constitutive elements of each concept. Similarly, articles were...
Table 1. Overview of review findings according to the three-dimensions of power framework. Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) offers preconditions for empowerment processes. Empowerment scholarship demonstrates what is required for social change to occur. This has implications for EbA to become aligned toward these sensitivities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of power</th>
<th>EbA</th>
<th>Empowerment</th>
<th>Implication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>EbA claims to deliver multiple types of social benefits, addresses needs of the poorest, and minimizes negative effects.</td>
<td>Agency and access to tangible and intangible resources. A changing social-ecological context for capabilities.</td>
<td>Reframing adaptive capacity in terms of agency, access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
<td>EbA encompasses a wide variety of pro-poor livelihood measures and actions, and can more easily incorporate local knowledge and priorities.</td>
<td>Engagements of knowledge and participation. Process ownership and institutional disruption.</td>
<td>Ensuring forms of engagement enable people’s struggles and rights claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive</td>
<td>EbA is flexible and holistic, works well with participatory and locally sensitive forms of engagement, and integrates with wider development and adaptation strategies.</td>
<td>Recognition of political nature of rights claims.</td>
<td>Reframing recognition to acknowledge the relational character of people’s needs, dependencies, priorities, and aspirations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

included if they dealt with social aspects of EbA, or their social or multiple benefits, or described implementation processes. Technically focused and natural science articles were excluded. The initial list was checked by reading manuscripts and full texts to ensure their relevance. Full texts were analyzed qualitatively. Articles were included until saturation was reached (no further insights were added by subsequent papers).

Non-peer reviewed material published by leading authorities driving conceptual developments in the field were also considered, e.g., the United Nations Convention on Biodiversity. This supplementary material was identified through the information provided in the academic literature. Overall, the review resulted in more than 90 articles from both databases included in the final review, after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria. Each article was read and evaluated by the first author of this paper, guided by the framework. Related outcomes were then reviewed and, where appropriate, revised by all authors.

**FINDINGS**

**EbA vis-à-vis empowerment**

This section presents the findings of the review, beginning with how EbA is constructed in relation to empowerment. Our structured literature review identified three key pillars: (i) EbA’s multiple, socially oriented benefits, (ii) its pro-poor livelihood approach, and (iii) its participatory and locally sensitive character. Table 1 provides an overview of these three aspects and associated claims in relation to our analytical framework.

**Multiple social benefits of EbA**

Our review of the literature confirmed that EbA scholars have constructed the concept around, inter alia, explicit social and cobenefits that are relevant when addressing the vulnerabilities of people experiencing marginalization, social-exclusion, or poverty. In some cases, such as the definition from the Convention of Biological Diversity Secretariat, social benefits are seen as a constitutive element of EbA (CBD 2010). This is in addition to related claims that could be classed as socioeconomic, such as the provision of food and water security, livelihoods, economic development, or poverty alleviation (Uy et al. 2012, Renaud et al. 2013). In one case, Munang et al. (2014) state that the implementation of EbA in Togo actually led to “countless social benefits.” In a systematic review of EbA, Doswald et al. (2014) find, for instance, “considerable evidence” of EbA’s ability to deliver social, environmental, and economic cobenefits. Munang et al. (2014) present the broadest empirical evidence of social benefits. Based on data from Africa, the authors present 16 social benefits, grouped into four categories, relating to (i) local actor empowerment, (ii) livelihoods, (iii) food security, and (iv) sustainable development.

Overall, the reviewed literature cites both theoretical and empirical examples of how EbA interventions can lead to progressive social change (the process through which social relations are maintained or enhanced with progressive outcomes for marginalized groups). Examples of “multiple benefits” of the ecosystem-based approach are apparent in both empirical and theoretical scholarship (Doswald et al. 2014). In total, we identified four papers that made explicit reference to empowerment (Roberts et al. 2012, Munang et al. 2014, Brink et al. 2016, Reid 2016). Typically, references related to supporting livelihoods, diversification, and poverty alleviation (Tompkins and Adger 2004, Uy et al. 2012). Gender equality was mentioned less frequently (Munang et al. 2014). References were also made to sustainable development (Munang et al. 2014, Seddon et al. 2016) and conflict resolution (Reid 2016) mirroring the burgeoning literature on “green peacebuilding” (Tidball and Krasny 2014) and social cohesion (Reid 2016).

However, it became apparent that the evaluation criteria used to judge social benefits were either mixed with socioeconomic indicators, or simply nonexistent. Much of the evidence for social benefits is anecdotal (e.g., Munang et al. 2014). In cases where social benefits are explicitly mentioned (e.g., Mercer et al. 2012, Doswald et al. 2014, Munang et al. 2014, Seddon et al. 2016), little empirical evidence is presented, and there is a lack of transparency regarding the qualitative or quantitative methodology, and the social processes that underpin outcomes (for instance, the social inclusion benefits presented in the case of Togo by Munang et al. 2014).

In fact, we observe a dearth of theoretical and empirical data, notably as evidence of the social processes that may underlie social-benefits, i.e., social change, outcomes. Although we found direct and indirect references to empowerment, we found little (or
no) empirical documentation of how these social changes emerged in the contexts in which EbA was deployed.

EbA as a pro-poor adaptation strategy linked to climate-affected livelihoods

Our review found that both research and practice share a common emphasis on the pro-poor, inclusive character of EbA. It is deemed appropriate in addressing the needs of the very poorest and most socially marginalized groups, including in responding to climate change and building adaptive capacity (Munang et al. 2014, Brink et al. 2016, Reid 2016). We also observed instances of EbA having “less negative effects” or reduced costs compared to other approaches (Jones et al. 2012, Doswald et al. 2014). This may count as a pro-poor social benefit because marginalized groups tend to be more vulnerable to the negative effects of adaptation actions (maladaptation), because they are less involved in decision making and least able to resist detrimental actions (Brink et al. 2016).

The review confirmed that EbA contributes to people’s physical and livelihood security amidst a changing biophysical context, especially for marginalized groups. Our review also showed that EbA has been framed mostly through the lens of ecosystem services, focusing on their protective and facilitative function in relation to climate-affected livelihoods, such as agriculture, fisheries, and forestry (Uy et al. 2012, Girot 2013, Renaud et al. 2013). In this context, EbA is formulated around the principle of considering ecological functions and processes as part of strategies that are designed to proactively address climate change impacts. In this context, a major perceived advantage in relation to empowerment is that EbA recognizes, and builds upon, the scientific understanding that humans are part of the environment and, as such, that security and justice concerns are implicitly interlinked to the status of the biosphere across multiple spatial and temporal scales, in myriad ways (Jones et al. 2012, Renaud et al. 2013, Doswald et al. 2014, Brink et al. 2016).

The review highlighted that EbA scholars often construct a mandate for ecosystem-based solutions based on the dependence of the rural poor on ecosystem services for their livelihoods, and the threat to these services posed by climate change (Jones et al. 2012, Doswald et al. 2014). In fact, EbA initially emerged from an understanding within the global south, with proponents arguing that EbA could be a way to support poor communities who are often directly dependent on the environment (Vignola et al. 2009, Jones et al. 2012, Forsyth 2014). In addition, because natural-resource dependent livelihoods are most vulnerable to changes in climate (Renaud et al. 2013), and these tend to be associated with the most marginalized, poorest, and rural groups, in principle this provides a mandate for EbA, especially if EbA actions are integrated with wider adaptation and development concerns (CBD 2009).

EbA as a participatory and locally sensitive approach

Because we found little evidence of how the aforementioned social changes emerge, we are left to infer the mechanisms, and we did so by applying our analytical framework to the papers. This approach to the literature review of EbA theory provides evidence that it may enable new kinds of discursive politics and institutional engagements. For instance, guidance on EbA implementation emphasizes knowledge integration and participation as potentially empowering mechanisms. These discursive and institutional orientations may support marginalized peoples, and provide the entry point for understanding the social processes that bring about social change. Our review also found that EbA is often claimed to foster locally sensitive approaches that consider people’s local knowledge and priorities (Uy et al. 2012, Chong 2014). This community-based orientation highlights how people’s agency is being considered implicitly (Ensor and Berger 2009). Underlying this is the recognition that ecosystem services represent a wide variety of measures that are closely integrated with people’s livelihoods and practices (Girot 2013, Diaz et al. 2018). Accordingly, a wide body of related literature emphasizes the potential social gains of community-based natural resource management (Pretty and Ward 2001, Jones et al. 2012).

Consequently, scholars have often positioned EbA as potentially inclusive and participatory, given that ecosystems can be managed jointly and in traditional ways (Tomkins and Adger 2004, Uy et al. 2012). This is not possible with alternative “grey” approaches that rely on expensive and/or technical solutions such as maintenance of storm protection levees or the development of drought-resistant hybrid seed varieties (Jones 2012, Girot 2013). Indeed, the review found that in both its institutional forms and the literature on its institutionalization, EbA emphasizes the importance of participatory mechanisms, knowledge sharing, and compatibility with community-based adaptation (Mercer et al. 2012, Reid 2016). EbA appears to consider expertise around adaptation measures as equally dependent on local and extra-local knowledge, rather than biased toward the latter (Mercer et al. 2012).

In sum, our findings regarding EbA vis à vis empowerment are as follows:

- EbA claims to deliver multiple types of social benefits, is well-positioned to address the needs of the poorest, and minimizes negative effects.
- EbA encompasses a wide variety of pro-poor livelihood measures and actions, and can more easily incorporate local knowledge and priorities.
- EbA is flexible and holistic; it works well with participatory and locally sensitive forms of engagement, and integrates with wider development and adaptation strategies.

Empowerment vis à vis EbA

In the previous section, we introduced some dimensions of EbA that appear to be linked to its claims of social benefits for marginalized groups. These include, principally, its anchoring in social-ecological relations (especially livelihood dependencies) and the apparent comparative advantages of EbA actions in terms of the engagements it affords marginalized groups, i.e., locally sensitive decision making incorporating a plurality of knowledge systems.

The previous section also identified several gaps in the literature. These concern the role of power within social-ecological relations (and the shaping of vulnerability), the role of the EbA implementation process itself, and the recognition of people’s diverse strategies and ways of relating to ecology. According to our conceptual framework, these are expressions of the biophysical, institutional, and discursive dimensions of power.
Next, we turn to our review of the empowerment scholarship as a way to systematically and explicitly account for how power relations, operating across social-ecological relations, might be affected by an adaptation action (EbA or otherwise).

Agency and access amidst a changing biophysical context relevant to EbA

Our review reveals that the biophysical-ecological basis of vulnerability and adaptation that is central to the conceptualization of EbA is only a partial view. It is partial because it does not take into account the ways in which social and ecological relations interplay within vulnerability and adaptation processes. Nor does it take into account the roles of power within such social-ecological relations. Empowerment theory informs such notions.

In the empowerment scholarship, power is viewed as a dynamic and evolving social force, conditioning the distribution of entitlements, access, and resources and, in turn, being shaped by its performance (Giddens 1984, Leach et al. 1999, Stirling 2015). In the context of EbA, access to ecosystem services and their conversion into adaptation strategies is mediated through such power relations. Many intervening social factors can interrupt the achievement of aspirations (Giddens 1984, Leach et al. 1999, Sen 2001). The empowerment scholarship demonstrates that by using an institution/access lens, we can understand the particular ways that access is differentiated in society (Ona and Resurreccion 2011, Codjoe et al. 2012, Ensor et al. 2015). One example is the way in which gendered social structures condition the ways that men and women have access to different types of resource, as well as the pathways through which these can be converted into achievements, including adaptive strategies (Roy and Venema 2002, Polishchuk and Rauschmeyer 2012). Such structures condition how different groups manifest their agency, including ethnicity, gender, and age (Ona and Resurreccion 2011, Codjoe et al. 2012, Ensor et al. 2015).

The review also reveals how agency is enacted (performed) in daily practices, livelihood strategies, collective actions, including practices for managing ecosystems (Agarwal 2010, Tanner et al. 2015). In the context of EbA, it is expressed in social-ecological relations, including for others, and in the future. Furthermore, the enaction of agency (also termed power to), whilst important for "getting things done" (Gaventa 2006, Stirling 2015), is also related to power over others, deliberately or unwittingly, because it influences other peoples’ conduct, as well as their respective social-ecological context (Giddens 1984, Leach et al. 1999, de Hann and Zoomers 2005, Hauggaard 2010, Pansardi 2012, Bourdieu 2014). Although EbA scholarship has a focus on ecological resources, empowerment scholarship demonstrates that both ecological and nonecological, and tangible or intangible resources, operating as capital, can be important for social action (Chambers and Conway 1991, Gabriellson and Ramasar 2013).

Empowerment scholarship argues that social change in adaptation contexts is represented by disruption to in situ power relations that impact on marginalized people’s vulnerability (Kabeer 1999, Eriksen and O’Brien 2007, Eriksen et al. 2015). Empirical case studies show that adaptation actions may disrupt such relations, with progressive consequences for the vulnerability of already marginalized groups (Gaillard et al. 2013, Chu et al. 2016). However, our review shows that such actions are more likely to repeat patterns of exclusion and marginalization than challenge them (Amundsen et al. 2010, Ahammad 2011, Eakin et al. 2011, Harries and Penning-Rossell 2011, Mukheibir et al. 2013, Snorek et al. 2014, Wamsler and Brink 2014). Empowerment scholarship shows how such disruptions may occur as a result of, or despite, the formal engagements of an EbA intervention (participatory processes, knowledge exchange, and attention to people’s risk priorities, values, and needs; Pelling 2011). It shows why adaptation actions are more likely to reaffirm these dominant social structures than support such claims and struggles. Unless these are brought into play as part of (or despite) adaptation actions, such structures are likely to remain in place, and condition the risks and opportunities that arise from adaptation action. The power relations of a given place are likely to be dynamic: a set of semipermanent social structures (institutions, discourses) and other processes, which people marginalized by structures struggle to negotiate, contest, or overturn (Kabeer 1999, Gabriellson and Ramasar 2013). Such struggles are likely to be an important part of marginalized people’s adaptation strategies, which are, in turn, a response to subjectively experienced stresses, risks, and opportunities, and address particular needs and aspirations.

Scholars emphasize the importance of so-called procedural justice, or “getting the institutions right” (Paavola and Adger 2006). Ultimately, the scholarship suggests that just institutions that facilitate the representation and recognition of marginalized people’s voices and priorities are most likely to contribute to people’s own struggles for empowerment (Vogel et al. 2007, Bhave et al. 2013, Gaillard et al. 2013, Broto et al. 2015). Nancy Fraser, for instance, understands that facilitating empowerment is about achieving representation in decision making, alongside equal distribution of resources, and recognition of claims to rights and the priorities of various groups in a process (Fraser 1997, see also Schlosberg 2004, Paavola and Adger 2006). Acknowledging the link between engagements and contextual power relations, a wide body of scholarship focuses on the implications of such forms of engagement for justice (Arnstein 1969, Newsham and Thomas 2011, Sovacool et al. 2015), including in the contexts of adaptation and environmental management (Schlosberg 2004, Paavola and Adger 2006). These may relate to how diverse forms of knowledge are equated, or not (Eriksen et al. 2015, Nightingale 2017). Just processes of decision making, which accommodate the perspective and priorities of various groups, are key to balancing power within an adaptation action (Petheram et al. 2010, Brugger and Crimmins 2013, Broto et al. 2015). Various examples show how formal engagements, such as livelihood support, participatory processes, or knowledge integration can lead to broader social changes (Ahmed 2001, Agarwal 2010). Such articulations can happen simultaneously across different types of power structures, and at different scales.

A longstanding body of literature clearly demonstrates the links between reducing vulnerability and obtaining rights (Watts and
Politics and recognition relevant to EbA

Our review revealed that EbA pays insufficient attention to how people’s agency, ecology, dependency, and vulnerability are framed. Framing is highly relevant to the practice of EbA and empowerment, overlapping with issues of values, meanings, and subjectivities. Empowerment theory provides an insight into how the framing of social-ecological relations is a political and symbolic process. Marginalized people are enabled or constrained by certain frames or discourses. Empowerment demonstrates the importance of recognition in the relation between EbA and people’s broader strategies, designed to address vulnerability, security, and justice.

In the context of vulnerability and adaptation, we find that empowerment has often been framed as an apolitical process of capacity development, or even delivery. In Kabeer’s influential definition, empowerment is the contingent, political process “by which those who have been denied the ability to make choices acquire such an ability” (Kabeer 1999:437). According to Drydyk (2008) empowerment is always deployed as a concept with a view to undoing the structural disempowerment of particular groups, and always with a view to facilitating actors’ own strategic achievements. Such processes can be characterized by struggles about meaning (Tilly 2005, Manuel-Navarrete 2010, Schwarz et al. 2011). Empowerment can be a combination of changing discourses and representations, including building self-awareness and self-confidence (“power within”), and a greater ability to change the representations and legitimacy of marginalized groups’ voices in wider society (Veneklasen 2006). Such issues can be expressed across a variety of platforms, including institutions that govern natural resource use.

In sum, our findings regarding empowerment vis-à-vis EbA emphasize the following:

- A greater focus on agency and access to resources within a changing social-ecological context for capabilities.
- EbA entails engagements with diverse groups within broader contexts that may or may not be empowering.
- Marginalized people’s struggles concern symbolic as much as biophysical resources.

DISCUSSION

Our review demonstrates that altered biophysical conditions, as well as new kinds of discursive politics and institutional engagements may be made possible through EbA. Empowerment scholarship provides an insight into how such changes may be more clearly theorized. In this section, we discuss the changes that such nuancing requires on the part of EbA researchers and practitioners.

EbA emphasizes the ecological basis of people’s vulnerability, while empowerment theory highlights the links between vulnerability and marginalization, addressed through disruption in power relations. One blind spot of EbA, when seen from the vantage point of empowerment, is that this ecological dimension is only one component of power, and little attention is paid to either discourse or institutions. However, both EbA and empowerment present a partial view, and neither provide conceptual clarification regarding how the social and ecological coalesce in dynamic relations, especially within EbA actions, and how this affects the vulnerability of marginalized groups.

Our review confirms that EbA may enable social benefits. The literature on empowerment shows how this may occur. We observe that the key issue is how the affordances and potentialities of EbA are embedded within broader power dynamics. These same power dynamics condition entitlement and access for different groups, with implications for the exacerbation or remediation of the marginalization and vulnerability encountered by these groups. We note that EbA pays little attention to the relational character of power, which is surprising given its apparent pro-poor focus. Despite the implicit recognition of the role of power (within social-ecological relations), it appears that EbA struggles to recognize how its own methods translate into possibilities and constraints for empowering processes. Our study confirms that claims regarding the social benefits of EbA could emerge from the propensity for participation, knowledge integration, and the recognition of local strategies and risk priorities. We consider these aspects as representative of “preconditions for empowerment.” The empowerment lens extends our understanding of such preconditions beyond EbA actions, for instance, by focusing on the entitlements of marginalized people, including in relation to ecological dimensions of vulnerability.

Such issues become relevant given that EbA is often an intervention and, as such, shares various discursive and institutional issues with other development and adaptation approaches. Although EbA may enable certain affordances, it does not escape from the issues that affect adaptation found in other approaches. The potential for social benefits is enabled or constrained by such discursive and institutional conditions. To honor this potential, actors that are embedded within particular adaptation and development discourses, paradigms, and practices may have to change. An empowerment lens provides the framework to undertake such discursive and institutional work, starting with the questions presented in Table 2.

Discourse

We suggest a repositioning of EbA relative to narratives of agency and dependency. Both of the latter link to discursive dimensions of EbA, which, in turn, link to broader power dynamics of recognition and representation. Empowerment cannot be delivered because it is understood as emerging from within. Framing empowerment as a deterministic outcome of a particular kind of adaptation may be counterproductive because it may empower EbA practitioners while contributing to a lack of recognition and representation of marginalized people’s diverse
Table 2. A checklist for ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) researchers according to the empowerment lens, which we posit can enable EbA to better act as a vehicle to deliver on its claims of socially orientated benefits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claim</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Institutional</th>
<th>Discursive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. EbA well positioned to address needs of the poorest, because of disproportionate dependence on ecosystem services, and negative effects are minimized.</td>
<td>What are existing interdependencies between people and nature?</td>
<td>How do people modify their environments to reinforce livelihood strategies and mitigate risks?</td>
<td>How are ideas about agency and dependence framed by EbA practitioners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are livelihood strategies of different groups and how are these related to ecosystem services provision?</td>
<td>What kinds of formal and informal rules and practices are in place to maintain flows of benefits and reduce risks?</td>
<td>Are negative or unintentional effects, trade-offs, or rights claims recognized by EbA practitioners, and how are these dealt with?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How are tangible and intangible resources distributed between different groups in society?</td>
<td>How do people respond to changing environmental conditions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How are climate change impacts and risks experienced by different groups?</td>
<td>What institutions are in place to respond to negative or unintentional effects of development and adaptation actions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are the material costs and benefits of EbA measures?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. EbA encompasses a wide variety of measures and actions, and can easily incorporate local knowledge and priorities.</td>
<td>Do projects reduce undesirable dependence on ecosystem services and support aspirational livelihoods?</td>
<td>What kinds of knowledge are used in decision making?</td>
<td>How do social relations influence constructions of value (of ecosystem services), recognition (of the needs of vulnerable groups and the value of particular knowledge sets), and prioritization (where should resources be distributed, and whose development goals should be emphasized)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do EbA actions articulate with existing livelihoods and introduce new livelihoods?</td>
<td>Whose interests are acknowledged in decision-making structures?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. EbA is flexible and holistic, works well with participatory forms of engagement, and integrates with wider development and adaptation strategies.</td>
<td>Do projects contribute to the maintenance, conservation, and restoration of valued ecosystem services?</td>
<td>Do projects help people to manage ecosystems to produce the services that they desire?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are people materially benefited from these projects (ecosystem and nonecosystem related ways)?</td>
<td>How do projects influence rights claims and development strategies, and recognize marginalized voices?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forms of agency, knowledge, and adaptive strategies. Such issues link to emerging scholarship on civic ecologies, practices of commoning, and ongoing colonization (Todd 2016, Wamsler and Raggers 2018).

There appears to be a mismatch between EbA framed and justified as people’s static dependency on ecological resources, which are increasingly destabilized by climate change, and claims that it enables social benefits. This situation risks overlooking the dynamics of power that condition dependency, including the unintentional exacerbation of vulnerability and the marginalization of poor people’s aspirations and priorities (Yang et al. 2013). Importantly, expressions of agency in relation to climate change, as stipulated by empowerment theory, run counter to narratives of dependency observed in EbA scholarship. EbA appears to position marginalized people as inevitably dependent on ecological resources. Without denying the material realities of ecosystem-service dependency (when carefully differentiated according to different groups of people and the specific access entitlements they enjoy), empowerment scholarship nuances such narratives. By not framing vulnerability as static and shaped by external forces, EbA can support people’s own, subjective aspirations and strategies (de Hann and Zoomers 2005).

Because EbA only recognizes, and acts upon, the ecological basis of vulnerability, how ecology, and moreover people’s relationships with ecologies, including ecosystem services, is framed has consequences. Converting such ecological knowledge into social benefits is not straightforward. The literature highlights how framing ecology as something separate, ideally untouched by humans, may be disempowering because it may conceal historical, cultural, and political ways marginalized people relate to ecologies (Ernstson 2013). A key step for EbA research and practice is recognizing people’s diverse relationships with ecologies, and how these relate to their marginalization and vulnerability (Diaz et al. 2018).

Institutions

In terms of institutional advantages, EbA may help to lay the groundwork for progressive social change by contributing to just decision making, ensuring representation of marginal voices, renegotiating access to desired resources, and enabling people to make choices according to their own aspirations and priorities. Such negotiation, contestation, and claim making can be related to relevant dimensions of natural resource governance, livelihood security, and broader social-ecological relations that overlap with
EbA action. Such progress is unlikely to be the automatic benefit of a green approach. Instead it must be carefully cultivated, recognized, and negotiated.

We would like to reaffirm that inclusive, formal EbA engagements are important. However, without recognition of the dynamics of social change, and how these are embedded into adaptation processes, our findings suggest that adaptation projects are likely to be marginal to empowerment. Projects are especially unlikely to contribute to empowering processes if they do not recognize people's own claims and projects, or that special provisions may be necessary to address the needs of the most vulnerable, for example, through targeted social protection (Davies et al. 2009). Our study documented few instances of an EbA action that acknowledged or explicitly contributed to people's ongoing political struggles aimed at disrupting the social structures critical for adaptation-relevant rights and recognition. The potential of EbA to facilitate empowerment, especially recognition of diverse priorities and knowledge, may be limited by scale mismatches, both spatial (a mismatch between the scale of the social structure that maintains unequal access, representation and recognition, and EbA engagements) and temporal (legacy effects of historical power relations and the time horizons of EbA interventions).

Challenges
We recognize that such findings are challenging. One challenge identified in this paper lies in recognizing the differential nature of vulnerability, and its basis within power relations. The latter operate, in part, within social-ecological relations, and our study highlights how different groups may subjectively view these relations, and attempt to alter landscapes accordingly. This, in turn, may consciously or unwittingly constrain the agency of other groups (Leach et al. 1999). Empowerment of particular, perhaps disproportionately, marginalized or dependent groups may lead to new or renewed tensions, arguments, and conflicts over ecosystem services. Furthermore, not all empowerment processes overlap with the interests of EbA advocates. Paying attention to bottom-up processes by facilitating processes of self-determination or process ownership is likely to have most potential to contribute to empowerment, but may conflict with the interests of EbA practitioners, potentially introducing dilemmas.

Another challenge relates to potential subjective, unwanted forms of empowerment, such as resistance to external interventions. This raises questions about trade-offs and how conflicting priorities are negotiated between EbA practitioners and their nominal beneficiaries, particularly when power relations are asymmetrical (Dawson et al. 2017). Preoccupation with social benefits and their achievement in the context of EbA advocates leads to a back loop in which the empowerment of vulnerable people increases the recognition and management of ecosystems services (Whatmore and Landström 2011). However, given people's diverse strategies with respect to social-ecological relations, this may not be guaranteed. As green may not necessarily be fair, fair, in turn, may not necessarily be green.

Next steps
Further research could focus on how tensions and trade-offs between ecological and social conditions will be addressed if EbA is reframed to more explicitly acknowledge social processes and strategies. The objective of our work is to enhance EbA by taking more account of social dynamics and power. Future studies could seek to introduce a clearer focus on understanding ecosystems and their interactions with climate change, perhaps by incorporating marginalized people into participatory knowledge production processes (Brisbois and de Loë 2016).

The present study relates to a broader discussion on the interplay between scholarship that recognizes the biophysical basis of people's well-being, namely social-ecological systems research, and scholarship that focusses on the social construction of vulnerability and transformative adaptation (O'Brien 2012). Indeed, framing empowerment as the process through which previously denied rights such as access to household food and water security are won, achieved through collective organization, is related to Pelling's focus on transformative adaptation as a wider struggle for rights and recognition (Pelling 2011).

Two points of interest stand out in positioning EbA in relation to such efforts. First, transformative approaches to adaptation may be more relevant to the most vulnerable people, by focusing on discursive and institutional relations that may be impeding more urgent and socially just adaptation trajectories (Pelling 2011). Second, transformative adaptation, a form of more radical social change, may entail recognizing the relative, complementary, and bounded contributions of ecology to mediating exposure and capability, i.e., vulnerability, in a changing climate (Pelling et al. 2015). An approach that tries to bring about social change exclusively through attention to managing social-ecological relations may not always be an appropriate vehicle for such endeavors (Berbés-Blásquez et al. 2016, Wieland et al. 2016). Some definitions of EbA already recognize the need to embed a focus on ecology within wider efforts. Such an awareness of complementarity can assist empowerment efforts.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a review of the predominant meanings and interlinkages between the concepts of EbA and empowerment. With this foundation, we discussed how the lens of empowerment could be (better) integrated into the conceptualization of EbA, and suggested some key dimensions through which this could be supported.

We find that the biophysical dimension of EbA, i.e., ecosystem services provision, is unlikely to contribute to empowerment unless there is a conscious decision to address its institutional and discursive elements. In addition, our results show that this empowerment lens offers a nuanced way to unpack the EbA construct, by addressing the social processes and strategies that are fundamental to the conceptualization of both EbA and empowerment. In this context, empowerment theory can help us to think more carefully about social relations. In doing so, we can explore how a marginalized individual or social group bears the brunt of disadvantageous social relations that have concrete implications for climate change impacts and potential responses, including those that occur through social-ecological relations.

We also find that considering EbA as embedded within broader, contextual power dynamics that evolve across the social-ecological relations of a given place increases our understanding of how an EbA action can influence marginalized people's agency in addressing climate change, and challenge inequalities. In particular, we show how EbA actions may contribute to broader processes of empowerment.
If it is to fully acknowledge the implications of empowerment theory, EbA should give pride of place to people’s subjective aspirations and their diverse strategies, in the context of power structures that condition access to resources and shape the broader norms and entitlement of different groups in society. Although probably marginal to such endeavors, EbA represents an opportunity to support people’s livelihood strategies and claims to rights in a dynamic and uncertain biophysical security and justice context.

Our proposed conceptualization is relevant for ecosystem services practitioners and scholars who are looking to unpack the key facets of social change, and how they may be achieved through EbA. It also makes the case for increased consideration of the strategies of marginalized groups, and the social processes that condition their achievement. Incorporating an empowerment lens leads to a broader consideration of issues of power, especially the way that marginalized groups’ agency, access, and aspirations are conditioned by social structures that may prevent strategic adaptation choices.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/10854
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